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Chancellor Nancy Cantor pursued a vision that took Syracuse University to new heights.
The Cantor Years
During her decade-long tenure, Chancellor Nancy Cantor pursued a vision that took Syracuse University to new heights, leading a transformation that expanded opportunities and forged collaborative partnerships on campus, in the community, and around the world.

Joining Forces
The Institute for Veterans and Military Families is the nation’s leader in serving veterans and their families, guiding strategies to support their success.

A World of Opportunities
Syracuse University and a South African youth program team up to provide educational and enrichment initiatives on two continents.

An Enduring Legacy of Hope
Twenty-five years after the Pan Am Flight 103 terrorist bombing, SU and Lockerbie, Scotland, remain committed to honoring those lost and moving forward in their memory.
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PROFILES: Shahin Clark ’82
Autumn Figueroa ’04, G’06
Donald MacNaughton L’68
James Wines ’56

Q&A: Kristie Salerno Kent ’95
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